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Revolutionary Issues 1913-1916 - Collecting the Revolutionary Issues
Before I talk about the early modern issues or post Civil War issues I think a recap of the stamps of the Revolution
is in order. There are three basic types composted of overprinted and surcharged older issues, special new design
issues of the political parties and the new regular issues by the Mexican Postal authorities. The diversity and
changes that took place in stamps of this period had a great influence on what would become the future of stamp
production in Mexico. We will see a clean break from the past ornate styled printing designs of the pre-war period
to a much more modern influence in the stamps of the post war period.
Collections interested in specializing in Revolutionary period stamps and covers have a huge assortment of stamps
to pick from. As a seller of these stamps I have bought many collections that are the basic issues for each of the
areas that I have been covering. Many times I have acquired these in Scott albums and in stock books that collectors
had put together. Other times I have purchased specialized collections of a particular issue of overprint types. Due
to the size and volume of material that was produced during this short period between 1913 to 1916 few collectors
have the time, money or opportunity to pick up all the material possible to form a comprehensive collection of these
stamps. So, unless you are ready for a long term effort you may want to first consider what your priorities are, what
story you wish to tell and probably most of all what excites you about this period.
In my past messages I have tried to go through the Revolutionary period so you could see the possibilities of each
different of the different types of stamps that were issued during the Civil War. The first thing to do when you
have studied the Revolutionary period will be to narrow down to what you feel is the best area to study further. I
personally like the Local overprinted stamps. Due to the diversity of these town overprints it is necessary to study
each one very carefully for proper identification. The Local overprinted issue if studied carefully can give a collector
hours of enjoyment and a challenge that can turn into a great collections.
Certainly, the used postal history of Mexico has a lot more of an interesting story to offer than single stamps may
have. Other collectors may just like to acquire postal history or postal stationery that was used during these years.
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After you have acquired a good number of these stamps or covers you may wish to put them into a specialized
collection. The question of how to mount these will be a way to give you direction of what you will consider should
important. It becomes hard to discard items that are in your collection, but the real key is not to have a lot of the
same items if you wish to tell the true story of what you are covering. One of the best specialized collection I have
bought in the past started out with a group of standard example of the issue with good clean copies of each stamp
mounted on the first page. What followed were varieties mixed with both mint and used examples, postal history
and multiples. All of this collection was displayed on clean stiff computer printed pages.
You don’t have to make your collection look like an exhibit, but using nicely laid out pages can make your efforts a
lot more pleasing to the eye and will be a good way to show others what you collect. Honestly, it may not make
your material any more valuable but it may make it sell for more if you ever auction it off or offer it to a dealer.
What is pleasing to you will also be pleasing to other regardless if they know anything about philately or not.

